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STREET CLOSED...Beginning Saturday, no traffic will be admitted on Cuesta Avenue between the Business Administration Building and Engineering West. A new walk offering a relaxation center for students is to be constructed as a part of a project to clear the campus to traffic.

(Please by Letter)

Patio will close Cuesta Avenue

One hundred students sign petition to extend parking hours

Cuesta Avenue between High and Valley is to be closed this weekend. The 100-yard stretch of road will be cleared of all traffic beginning Saturday, bringing an end to the parking lot at the rear of the Business Administration Building and Engineering West.

My platform is simple. I hope to bring the voices of student government closer to the views of the majority of students. We in- clude students' voices, opinions, comments, and concerns in our platform. The majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students believe that the majority of students belief...
Forum

Nicam?

In a first-quarter transfer story prompted by a study of the local economy, San Luis Valley residents were told that the community's economic prospects were not as bright as previously thought.

As the community begins to emerge from the economic downturn, the prospects for local businesses are not as promising as earlier forecasts had indicated.

The economic forecast for the San Luis Valley was optimistic until recently, with local businesses anticipating a strong recovery. However, recent data suggests that the recovery may be slower than expected, and the economy may continue to struggle in the coming months.

This is a concern for local business owners, who had been counting on a strong recovery to help their businesses thrive.

The economic forecast for the San Luis Valley was optimistic until recently, with local businesses anticipating a strong recovery. However, recent data suggests that the recovery may be slower than expected, and the economy may continue to struggle in the coming months. This is a concern for local business owners, who had been counting on a strong recovery to help their businesses thrive.

Edison is looking for a business senior who wants egg in his beer.

Edison, the local university, is searching for a business senior who is interested in egg in his beer. The ideal candidate will have experience in the business field and a passion for beer.

If you are interested in applying for this position, please submit your resume and a cover letter to [email] by [date].

Win a free trip home to get money!

(For enough Sprite to throw a loud party every night for a semester.)

Don't write home to get money. Just write a college newspaper ad for Sprite. You get a free trip home to get money!

What should your ad say? Get fast!

1. "Cappuccino, egg in your beer."

2. "Free trip home to get money!"

3. "Sprite, egg in your beer."
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By Ginny Rod

What do you think of Twiggy and the new fashion look?

Conservatively Speaking

Some Denver Industrial Enginers

Robert H. Davidson said that

"The new fashions for men and

women seem to be based on a

combination of practicality and

comfort, which is a welcome

trend in fashion design."

General George W. Thrush, representing

the Commandant of the Marine

Corps, attended William M.

Greene's retirement on Tuesday

afternoon.

Greene, a senior, required the

URMC Commandant's, Trophy

which he shares with the college.

Jim A. Andrews, the president

and chief executive officer of Cal

Poly, accepted the award on be­

half of the collegians.

Greene fulfilled the Platoon

Leader Class, Radar Course,

and was elected Student Judi­

ciary, last spring.

The Commander's Trophy is

presented each year to the

individual in the Platoon Leaders

Commissioning Program who

exhibits valuable leadership.

In his announcement that the

Cal Poly senior had won the award,

General Greene said that Greene's

attitude was "especial­

ly key for being so helpful to

the college in general.

The ability of Cal Poly senior

merely to have been the object

of the faculty and students' lives

is a remarkable achievement in

itself. Greene is an outstanding

scholar and leader in all fields of

the university's life, as Gen­

eral Greene said.
Sometimes things get ridiculous, but the run around the scene gets, lets us all.

The Santa Ana College Soccer Association would not recognize the Mustangs until the Physical Education Department.